
Smart, touchless, temperature control device with an accurate (96,7%) 
face recognition system even for people wearing masks. Could 
be connected to the access control systems in the office buildings, 
schools, hotels, scenic spots, transportation hubs and other public 
service places.


It only takes a few seconds for detection, and supports automatic 
alarm for body temperature abnormality. Supports various peripheral 
expansions such as ID card reader, fingerprint reader, IC card reader, 
two-dimensional code reader, etc.


Supports system level, APP offline level, APP + background network 
level multiple API docking.

Temperature and Mask Scanning 
device SKENO 

Quantum Leap Strategy AG is a Swiss firm, focused on support and 
promotion of the newest technologies for Swiss, Russian and Middle 
East markets. QL Strategy operates globally with it’s headquarters 
based in Switzerland. Quantum Leap Strategy AG hosts the Emerging 
Technologies Investment Meeting annually in Davos.

The challenging 2020 made sure that safety and health of the people and 
businesses is back to focus. In order to help to maintain the highest level 
of security, we would love to offer the following devices and products. 
Quantum Leap Strategy AG is an exclusive distributor of SKENO in German 
speaking Switzerland, Russia, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and Estonia.

Temperature Scanning modeMask Scanning mode

Convenient for using a pedal stand for sanitizer. Make sanitizing the hands 
of your customers and employees touchless with the simple foot pedal. 
The sanitizer itself will come with each stand as a present and our input 
in the pandemic fight.

No need to say it is obligatory right now to wear masks in public transport 
and public places. We know how difficult it may be to schedule the delivery 
on time, so we would love to support you with taking care of your people by 
providing high quality and comfortable to wear face masks in required 
volumes and the shortest possible time.


Our range includes: 3ply surgical grade, FFp2/FFp3, KN95, K94 & 3M surgical 
masks.

Easy to use at home or in the office. Quick and precise 
test system will show you if you are sick at the moment 
or if you already have COVID19 antibodies. 

Essential care and protection from the virus. Must have in 
any office, shop or school. Sometimes gets short of 
demand, so it could be easier to have one reliable 
supplier.

Testing sets for covid 19 or antibodies Sanitizers

Face Masks Pedal Stands for sanitizer 

QLstrategy.ch

 Measures the temperature of employees and customers


Counts the number of healthy people in the room


 Marks people with fever with flags


Checks if a protective mask is on


 Data protection


API for expanding functionality for your tasks
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SKENO Features Quantum Leap Strategy AG

Registration: CHE-105.375.399

Address: Gewerbestrasse 7, 6330,

Cham, Switzerland
E-mail: AG@qlstrategy.ch


QLStrategy.ch

+41 79 269 53 60

Our representative

E-mail: a.yudina@qlstrategy.ch

Alena Yudina

Additionally

  Intuitive interface that everyone understands2

  Everything you need on one screen1

 Information is presented graphically3 


